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To test our analytical results, we carried out simulations of error-prone PCR.  Because we wished to accurately model the effect of mutations on proteins, yet do so in a tractable way, we used lattice proteins for our in silico work.  These simplified models of proteins share relevant properties with real proteins (notably thermostability and mutational tolerance1), but can be folded and assayed in a fraction of a second.
MATERIALS AND  METHODS
We implemented a published 55 two-dimensional square lattice model2,3 in which chains of L=25 residues fold into a maximally compact structure representing one of 1081 possible self-avoiding compact walks not related by symmetry.  Residues are one of 20 amino acids, contact energies between nonbonded neighboring residues are computed using published values (Ref. 4, Table 3), and conformational energy is the sum of all contact energies for that conformation.  Each simulation run begins with an arbitrarily chosen target conformation and a minimum stability (maximum free energy 5.0 kT).  Proteins are defined as functional if they fold to this conformation with free energy at or below this value.
Our analytical work describes the effects of mutation on genes of several hundred base pairs, the biologically relevant regime, but not on the 75bp genes encoding these lattice proteins due to the breakdown of the Poisson assumption.  Thus we extended the protein model in a simple way: genes are 750 base pairs long and encode ten independently folding 25-residue “domains,” initially identical in the wildtype, which must each fold to a target structure with the required free energy in order for the overall protein to retain fold.
Error-prone PCR was simulated as follows.  Beginning with a set of 2000 identical template genes in the mix, sequences are duplicated with a probability equal to the PCR efficiency λ and a per-site mutation rate .  This process is repeated for n cycles.  A sample of N = 20,000 sequences is then taken of the resulting mix, translated according to the universal genetic code, and assayed for function according to the folding assay described above.  The mutation rate was determined by sequencing these N sequences; excellent agreement was found between the predicted rate  and the actual rate, as well as with the standard error and that expected (see main text, Discussion; data not shown).  The probability of truncation, , was set to 0.045; in this simulation, frameshifts do not occur, though stop codons do arise at a low frequency.  The fraction of nonsynonymous mutations  was also determined from these sequences, and generally was in the range 0.7 to 0.8.  The observed average value for each gene was used when evaluating Equation 3.  The number of unique genes, unique proteins, functional proteins, and unique and functional proteins was tabulated for each sample.
Because PCR is an exponential-growth process, simulation is notoriously difficult.  We implemented an efficient simulation allowing us to obtain libraries at high mutation rates of >106 sequences on a modest desktop PC with a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium IV processor and 500MB of RAM.  Performance is significantly better at low mutation rates due to the nature of the optimization (storing only mutational changes rather than entire sequences).
RESULTS
Fraction of functional proteins
Using the protein model described in Materials and Methods, we found four genes encoding proteins with a wide range of ν values, from 0.13 to 0.8.  We amplified these genes by simulated error-prone PCR per above.  We also performed a mutagenesis run in which all mutations are introduced at once, the conditions under which a Poisson distribution of mutations should arise corresponding to the assumption made originally by Shafikhani et al.5 discussed in the main text.  Figure S1 shows the results of these simulations.  The observed close agreement is typical and repeatable.
Fraction of unique functional proteins
Figure S2 shows the results of lattice-protein simulations compared to the simplified simulations described in the main text and with our theoretical results.  The agreement is excellent and shows that essentially identical results can be obtained without a full simulation of the PCR process, as stated in the main text.
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FIGURES

Figure S1: Comparison of Equation 3 to simulation results.  Five proteins having domain structures with differing ν were assayed after error-prone PCR at n = 16 cycles, efficiency λ = 0.5.  The lowest-ν structure was also subjected to single-round mutagenesis with Poisson-distributed mutations.  The fraction of functional proteins is plotted (points) along with predictions using Equation 3 and, for the Poisson-distributed library, the equation  (see main text).




Figure S2: Comparison of simulation results (red points) to predictions for number of unique, functional proteins (filled circles, no mutation biases; open circles, with biases as in main text).  Error-prone PCR conditions: n = 14 cycles, efficiency λ = 0.71, ν = 0.2, = 0.76 and = 0.07.
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